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Historically, not much work was done regarding authority control for names in the Digital 
Collections for a number of reasons, though metadata editors were encouraged to consult 
authorities when applicable, and to use available authorized forms. As the UNT Digital Library 
accommodated more scholarly items -- both current and historic -- concerns grew about 
maintaining consistency for names of faculty members who did not have established authorized 
names, including former or deceased faculty. In 2013, the Digital Libraries Division published a 
brief study, “Implementing Name Authority Control into Institutional Repositories: A Staged 
Approach,” [https://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc172365/] showing that only 30% of 
faculty who had submitted materials to the Digital Library had authorized forms of their names. 

At this point, there was a need to start locally controlling names, particularly those associated 
with UNT, since there was no expectation that the responsibility would fall elsewhere. However, 
any solution needed to be able to manage names without prior control as well as those with one 
or more authority records or established identities. To address this issue, staff in the Digital 
Libraries Division developed the UNT Name App (code is available from the UNT Libraries 
GitHub account [https://github.com/unt-libraries/django-name]). The App creates a unique, 
linkable URL associated with each local authority record, and includes the ability to link to 
external authority records (VIAF, LC, etc.) or identities (ORCID, Twitter, Wikipedia, etc.) when 
they are available. An initial set of names was imported into the App from the Scholarly Works 
collection, but subsequent names are added manually by staff as needed. 

Primarily, the focus is on adding names related to the UNT community, though other names are 
included to facilitate metadata for certain collections. Since the system and App were both 
created in-house, the developers were able to connect the App directly to the metadata editing 
form; as an editor types a name into the creator, contributor, or publisher fields, the App will list 
possible matches that have authorized forms, with any disambiguation information. 

Although there are likely many changes that may be useful, there is at least one area of interest 
for improvement. While the App has provided more standardization, names are still currently 
stored as strings within individual metadata records. Ideally, in the future, metadata records will 
be able to store links that point to a local authority record, when one exists. 
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